FIRST THINGS FIRST
WHAT TIME DOES SCHOOL START & END?
School starts at 7:35 am, ends at 2:50 pm.
WHEN DO I FIND OUT MY SCHEDULE?
You will get your schedule the week before
school starts on Freshman Day of schedule
pick up. This is when you will come in with your
parents to pay your school fees, get your photo
taken, get your schedule, etc.
WHAT DO WE DO ON THE FIRST DAY OF
SCHOOL? WHAT DO I NEED TO BRING?
The first day of school is just for freshmen. Bring
your schedule and a pencil.
You will do lots of activities in the morning with
Link Crew (upperclassmen leaders) and then get
to walk through your schedule in the afternoon
(short 10 minute classes so you can find your
way around and meet your teachers).
CAN WE HAVE PHONES IN CLASS?
If you have a phone with you, teachers will make
you turn them off and put them away in your
bookbag during class. They are not allowed
during class time.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU HAVE YOUR
PHONE OUT IN CLASS?
Some teachers will take your phone for the
remainder of the class period. Others will just tell
you to put it away.
If it becomes an issue where teachers have
to remind you about putting your phone away
every day, then your parents will probably be
called and you may also be referred to your
administrator for discipline.
Just save your phone for use during study hall or
lunch. You are permitted to use your phone then.
WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN THE MIDDLE SCHOOL & THE
HIGH SCHOOL?
Much bigger building, lots more people to meet,
lots more to get involved in, lots more class
choices, lots more freedom!

WHAT ARE THE MOST COMMON
PROBLEMS FRESHMEN FACE?
Trying to be someone they are not to “fit in.” BE
YOURSELF!! There will be tons of new people
for you to meet -- you will find plenty of people
with your same likes and interests. Don’t be
afraid to talk to people and make friends.
Freshmen tend to procrastinate on completing
classwork. Don’t get behind in your classes. If
you are having trouble it is up to YOU to talk to
your teachers or guidance counselor so they
can help you. They treat you more like an adult
at the high school.
DOES IT TAKE A WHILE TO GET USED TO
HIGH SCHOOL?
It’s just like going from the elementary school
to the middle school, it’s a change but you get
used to things quickly. Most folks say a few
days and you’re a pro!
IS THE SCHOOL REALLY BIG?
Yes but you get used to it quickly. There are
signs on the walls to help, other students will
help, teachers will help. Just ask if you get lost.
Everyone (even upperclassmen & teachers)
ask for directions. Get a copy of the building
map--it helps a LOT!
ARE FRESHMAN IN ONE AREA OF THE
BUILDING OR MULTIPLE AREAS?

Currently, a lot of freshmen classes are in
J-Building. Electives are spread out all over the
building. Where you go for classes will depend
on what classes you take.
IS IT HARD TO GET AROUND?
Sometimes and in certain areas of the building,
yes. Some hallways and staircases are narrow
and get all bottled up. Just keep moving and
don’t stand around blocking up hallways for
others.
HOW LONG ARE CLASSES? AND HOW
MANY CLASSES ARE THERE?
Classes are 48 minutes long, same for lunch
periods. There are 8 class periods--some
classes are blocked for 2 periods which means
they only meet every-other-day (A/B Days).

WHAT IS THE FOOD LIKE?
The food is great! You have lots of choices.
There are 4 main food lines and lots of variety
each day. They bring in food from local
restaurants too (pizza, subs, sushi, etc.). The
lunch menu is online at www.ghps.org.

WHAT IS THE DRESS CODE?
Very similar to middle school. No tank tops,
no belly showing, no rips/tears in clothing in
inappropriate locations, underwear cannot be
showing, shorts/skirts must be fingertip length
or longer, no inappropriate messages/sayings
on clothing, no spikes or sharp jewelry items, no
hats or hoods on, no sunglasses. You CAN wear
flip flops & slides.

HOW LONG IS LUNCH?
Lunch is the same length as all other class
periods: 48 minutes. But lunch does let out 12
minutes before the bell so the cafeterias can be
cleaned before the next group comes in. That
last 12 minutes is kind of like “indoor recess”
-- you leave the cafeteria and move to the front
lobby to talk to friends until the bell rings. Or you
can go to the school store, The Paw Print, which
is near the cafeteria during this 12 minutes.

ARE FRESHMEN ALLOWED TO GO OUTSIDE
FOR LUNCH?
As of right now, no. We don’t currently have an
outdoor area at the high school where you can
eat, so freshmen & sophomores must eat in
the cafeteria or cafeteria annex (small cafeteria
across from the main cafeteria). Juniors &
seniors have open lunch--they are allowed to go
outside & leave campus if they want.

IF I DON’T LIKE MY LUNCH PERIOD,
AM I ALLOWED TO GET MY SCHEDULE
CHANGED?
NO--your lunch period is set according to how it
best fits your schedule. There are hundreds of
people in lunch each period, you will find plenty
of friends to sit with! Or this is a great time to
meet new friends!
DO ALL FRESHMAN HAVE THE SAME
LUNCH?
No -- there are 3 lunch periods. You are mixed
with all grades 9-12. Grades 11 and 12 can
leave campus for lunch so you’re mostly with
grades 9 & 10 in the cafeteria.
CAN WE CHOOSE OUR SEATS AT LUNCH?
Yes, there is no assigned seating at lunch.

IS THERE MORE FREEDOM?
Yes!! It can be a good or bad thing. Teachers
are not going to nag you about assignments and
work. You are expected to check Infinite Campus
and keep up on assignments. You are expected
to ask for help when needed (talk to your
teacher, talk to guidance, go to PASS Room for
extra help) -- it is YOUR responsibility to learn to
reach out and help yourself succeed.
ARE THE TEACHERS NICE?
Yes! And, if you are nice to them, they are nice
back :)
HOW LONG DID IT TAKE FOR YOU TO FEEL
COMFORTABLE AT THE HIGH SCHOOL?
Most people feel it takes about a week to get
used to getting around the school. Probably a
little longer to get settled with new friends. If you
join a fall activity, club, or sport, you will meet
friends and get to know people much faster.
IS IT EASY TO BLEND/BOND WITH PEOPLE
FROM OTHER SCHOOLS?
It is very much like the transition from the
elementary school to the middle school. There
were students coming in to your middle school
from several elementary schools, how did you do
when blending/bonding then?
If you feel you didn’t blend/bond as well as you
would have liked, don’t be afraid to say hello to
people in your classes, don’t be afraid to join
activities/clubs/sports.
Getting involved and being open and friendly
are the best ways to meet new people and
make new friends. There are 2,400 students
at Gahanna Lincoln High School, PLENTY of
people to be friends with!!
AM I GOING TO BE SEPARATED FROM MY
FRIENDS?
Possibly. It will depend on what classes you
choose to take and what classes they choose
to take. If you are truly friends, you will still find
ways to stay in touch.

DO PEOPLE KEEP THEIR SAME FRIENDS
FROM MIDDLE SCHOOL?
Sometimes yes, sometimes no. You are going to
meet a LOT more people so your friend group(s)
may change. You will probably keep some
friends from middle school and just add more
new friends to the group. Or some people find
completely new friend groups at the high school.
The best advice is to just be yourself (don’t be
fake), talk to people, get involved, and you will
have no problem making friends.
ARE THE RULES MORE OR LESS STRICT AT
THE HIGH SCHOOL?
Very much the same as middle school. If you
break the rules, there are consequences: zeros
on assignments, lunch detentions, extended
school day (ESD), out-of-school suspension
(OSS).
DO YOU SEE PEOPLE GETTING BULLIED?
HOW DOES THE SCHOOL DEAL WITH
BULLYING/CYBER BULLYING?
Bullying is really not a big problem. Most people
mind their own business and can’t be bothered
with bullying. Everyone wants to be your friend.
The school does not tolerate bullying/cyber
bullying. You will get called to the office or the
Gahanna Police resource officers will talk to you.
You will get disciplined if it’s serious.

IS THERE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
RELIGION, GENDER, RACE, SEXUAL
ORIENTATION, ETC?
No and discrimination is not tolerated. There are
so many different groups of people at the high
school that you will certainly find a great group
of friends to connect with that share your same
ideals and values.
HOW DIFFERENT IS THE SOCIAL ASPECT
OF HIGH SCHOOL FROM MIDDLE SCHOOL?
Less bullying, less picking on each other. Lots
more people to meet. You will probably have
a lot more friends, or start to develop several
different friend groups.
IS IT HARD TO GET ALONG WITH
EVERYONE? IS IT HARD TO MAKE
FRIENDS?
It’s not hard to get along and not hard to make
friends. Be friendly, say hello to people, get
involved in a few clubs/sports/activities and you
will make friends in no time!
ARE THERE GROUPS OF “MEAN KIDS”?
There are always groups that you won’t mesh
with. If certain people are mean to you, don’t
hang around with them. Don’t try to change
yourself to be accepted and liked by them. If
they don’t want to be your friend, move on.
There are plenty of other people who would love
to be friends with you.
ARE OLDER KIDS MEAN TO FRESHMEN?
No! Honestly, no one will know you are a
freshman unless you announce it. Everyone
just blends in; there are 2,400 students in the
building. No one will know the difference. Just be
nice to people and they will be nice back.

ARE PEOPLE MORE MATURE IN HIGH
SCHOOL?
Overall yes, but there are always exceptions!
IS HIGH SCHOOL AS STRESSFUL AS
PEOPLE MAKE IT OUT TO BE?
It depends on how you handle stress and how
well you do at planning and keeping up with
school work. If you are absent a lot, don’t do
your work and fall behind, then it can be very
stressful.
HOW DO YOU STAY OUT OF DRAMA?
Stay true to what’s important to you. Don’t try to
be someone you’re not. Get involved in activities
you like. You will meet other like-minded people
and mesh well. Trying to be liked by people who
are mean to you always causes drama. Stay
away and be friends with people who are nice to
you and care about you.
Great advice: you are only as good at the people
you surround yourself with, so surround yourself
with AMAZING people who you admire, who
support you and who help you be your BEST
SELF. If they are only causing drama, it is okay
to not hang out with them anymore.
IS HIGH SCHOOL BETTER THAN MIDDLE
SCHOOL?
High school (like middle school) is what you
make of it. Put in effort, do your work, get
involved, talk to people & make friends -- you will
have a great experience!
DOES HIGH SCHOOL GO BY REALLY FAST?
YES!!!!! Get involved and enjoy. It will be over
before you know it!
SHOULD I BE SCARED?
It is completely normal to be scared. A lot
of people feel scared because it’s a new
experience. Yet some people are really excited.
There really is nothing to be scared of, but it’s
perfectly normal and fine to feel a little nervous.
WHAT IS THE BEST THING ABOUT HIGH
SCHOOL?
Meeting new people. Getting involved in sports,
clubs & activities. More freedom. Lots more
classes to choose from.

GOOD TO KNOW
IS 6 MINUTES ENOUGH TIME BETWEEN
CLASSES?
It depends on how far you have to go. If you are
going from one end of the building to the other,
you really have to walk fast. If your classes are
not as far apart, then 6 minutes is plenty of time
to stop at your locker or the restroom before
going to class.

HOW MANY BUILDINGS ARE THERE?
There are 4 buildings: L-Building (Lincoln Hall)
which is the oldest original part of the school,
H-building (Hamilton Hall) which is the long onelevel part of the school, J-building (Jefferson
Hall) which is the section toward the back near
the stadium, and Clark Hall which is the newest
building across the street from main campus.

It will take a few days, or about a week, to figure
out your schedule and best routes from classto-class. If you walk to/from Clark Hall, you get
more than 6 minutes.

CAN I CHANGE MY SCHEDULE IF I DON’T
LIKE MY CLASSES?
It depends. There are some classes you are
required to take and pass in order to graduate.
And there are some classes only offered at
certain times during the day, so you can’t always
fit everything in your schedule (but that’s why
you have 4 years to fit everything in!). You need
to make an appointment with your guidance
counselor to make any schedule changes

WHAT IS THE RULE FOR BOOKBAGS?
Bookbags are allowed and encouraged so you
can carry your chromebook and supplies with
you throughout the day. Note though that they
can be searched anytime when you are on
school property.
WHAT ARE A AND B DAYS?
Each school day is labeled either “A” day or “B”
day. They just switch back and forth. (Example:
Mon-A, Tues-B, Wed-A, Thurs-B, Fri-A, Mon-B...
etc).
Some classes are blocked (meaning they are 2
periods long, rather than 1 period long). Blocked
classes only meet on A or B day (not every day
since they are twice as long).

I’VE HEARD RUMORS THAT TEACHERS
DON’T LET YOU USE THE RESTROOM
DURING THE DAY. IS THIS TRUE?
You have 6 minutes between classes. That
6-minute passing period time is for using the
restroom, going to your locker and getting to your
next class. Plan your day so that you can use the
restroom when you have classes close together.
You are also permitted to use the restroom during
your lunch period.
If there is an emergency of course you will be
permitted to leave class to go to the restroom.
But class time is for being in class LEARNING,
not for leaving class to go to the restroom.
IS IT EASY TO GET FROM CLASS TO CLASS?
Depends where you are in the building. Some
buildings have very narrow hallways so they get
crowded. Some stairs are labeled “up” and others
“down” so do what the signs say! You are allowed
to walk outside in the back of the building if that
helps with where you are going, but thebest bet is
to walk quickly and not stand in the middle of the
hallways blocking other people--they get mad and
don’t like that.

IF I’M LATE ON THE FIRST DAY, WILL
TEACHERS BE MAD? WILL I GET IN
TROUBLE/DETENTION?
On the first day (and usually the first week),
teachers will not get mad if you are late. After the
first week though, you will get a lunch detention
if you are late to class.
WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU ARE LATE TO
CLASS?
You will get a lunch detention. If you are late a
lot, you will get referred to an administrator and
get additional discipline--usually an extended
school day.
DO MANY PEOPLE GET LOST ON THE FIRST
DAY?
Probably everybody, including upperclassmen.
It’s a big school, everyone is trying to figure out
where they are going. Don’t be afraid to ask for
directions.
CAN YOU GO TO YOUR LOCKER BETWEEN
CLASSES? DO I NEED A LOCKER?
If you have enough time between classes you
can stop at your locker. Lockers are first-come,
first-serve. You are not assigned a locker.
We recommend you bring a combination lock to
Schedule Pick-Up the week before school starts.
Find a locker near most of your classes, or
where you want to be at certain times of the day,
and put a lock on that locker. It saves the locker
for you.
We HIGHLY RECOMMEND that you get a
locker. It’s nice to be able to have a place for
your stuff.
HOW DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOU ARE
GOING?
You can get a map at schedule pick up or print
one yourself: http://www.gahannaschools.org/
Uploads/Documents/LHS/GLHS%20school%20
map.pdf
Once you get your schedule, circle your classes
on the map & highlight hallway routes so you
know where you are going. If you get lost, ask
someone. Other students & teachers are happy
to help.

ACADEMICS
ARE UPPERCLASSMEN IN ANY OF YOUR
CLASSES?
Some classes yes, some classes no. English 9
for example is all freshman. Many electives are a
mix of grades 9-12. It just depends on the class.
ARE CLASSES A LOT HARDER?
Depends on what classes you take. Honors,
AP, and College Credit Plus classes are more
challenging and more work, but you get the
bonus of weighted grades in those courses for
your efforts.
IS IT HARDER TO GET GOOD GRADES AT
THE HIGH SCHOOL?
No. You still have to work hard, study, ask
questions and do your work. Honors/AP/College
Credit Plus classes are harder but if you are up
to the challenge, you will do fine.
WHAT ARE THE HARDEST CLASSES
FRESHMAN YEAR?
Depends on the classes you take and what
your strengths are. Some people think certain
subjects are hard, others think the same
subjects are easy. It all depends.

HOW MUCH HOMEWORK DO YOU GET?
Depends on your classes and your teachers.
Make sure you pay attention the first few days as
teachers outline their expectations. Expect more
homework in honors, AP and College Credit Plus
classes.
WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU DON’T BRING YOUR
HOMEWORK AS A FRESHMAN?
Depends on the teacher but most teachers will
take off points or give half-credit if you turn it in
late. If you are absent, you get an extra day to
turn in work for full-credit.
Don’t let your assignments pile up, get caught
up right away or you will get overwhelmed really
quickly.
ARE THERE BEFORE SCHOOL STUDY
TABLES?
Some sports teams & coaches may host study
tables. If you do need help with schoolwork
ALL STUDENTS (not just athletes) can take
advantage of PASS ROOM which is open before,
during and after school. There are teachers there
so you can get extra help, make up tests, etc.

IS IT HARD TO GET A 4.0?
Depends on how much effort you are willing
to put in. If you have good attendance, pay
attention, get involved in class, ask questions,
talk to your teachers when you are having
trouble, study and complete assignments--you
will learn! Also take honors, AP and College
Credit Plus classes, they are weighted higher in
your overall GPA..
IS IT HARD TO CATCH UP AFTER BEING
ABSENT?
Depends how long you are absent. If you are
only out one day, it’s not that bad. If you are
absent a lot, or for multiple days in a row, then it
is much harder to get caught up.
It is a good idea to email your teachers if you are
going to be out multiple days so you can work
on assignments from home and not be swamped
when you get back. Teachers also post work on
their Google Classroom or portal pages so you
can keep up.
DO YOU GET HELD BACK IF YOU FAIL?
Possibly -- you have to earn a certain number of
credits to be promoted to the next grade level. If
you do not pass your required classes, you will
have to retake them either the next school year
or during summer school. If you do not pass
elective classes, you may have to retake them or
take a different elective to earn enough elective
credits overall to graduate.
IF YOU HAVE BAD GRADES ARE YOU
REQUIRED TO ATTEND SOMETHING LIKE A
STUDY TABLE?
No. You are in high school. It is YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY to keep up with your
assignments, study and prepare for tests, seek
out help from your teachers or go to PASS Room
if you need extra help.
We recommend you get the Infinite Campus
app on your phone and set notifications/alerts
for your grades (or check the Infinite Campus
website from your Chromebook every day). This
will help you keep caught up and know when
your grades start slipping. Then you can talk
with your teacher and/or go to PASS Room for
additional help.

IS IT OKAY TO NOT HAVE A STUDY HALL?
Yes but we wouldn’t recommend it for freshmen.
We feel a study hall is really important for
freshman as they adjust and learn how things
work at the high school.
Also if you are in a lot of clubs, sports and
activities, you definitely want a study hall. If you
feel you don’t need it or really use it, you can
always not take a study hall grades 10/11/12.
HOW MANY STUDY HALLS DO YOU GET?
Depends on your schedule. Many students have
one study hall. We HIGHLY RECOMMEND
all freshman include one study hall in their
schedule.
WHERE IS STUDY HALL?
Most study halls are in the cafeteria or cafeteria
annex, but during lunch periods study halls
are spread throughout the building in regular
classrooms.
CAN YOU LEAVE STUDY HALL?
You can get a pass to go work in the library
media center or you can go get help in the PASS
Room during study hall. Some people also
decide to work in one of the offices as an aide, or
be a teacher aide during their study hall period.
ARE THERE FIELD TRIPS?
Yes. Several classes have field trips or
competitions where you will leave campus.

ARE DEADLINES FOR TURNING IN WORK
MORE STRICT?
Yes. Teachers do not want to hear excuses.
You are in high school and need to take care
of your responsibilities on time. Get a planner
and write assignments down. Cross them off as
you complete them and turn them in. Or use a
phone app to manage your work. You are going
to have a lot going on and need to keep yourself
organized.

WHEN DO WE STOP TAKING AIR TESTS?
There are standardized tests every year at the
high school based on the classes you take. Plus
you will take the SAT, perhaps AP tests, etc.
WHEN CAN WE START TAKING COLLEGE
COURSES?
College Credit Plus courses are open to
students in grades 9-12, but they are college
courses; more difficult, larger workload, etc.
We recommend you wait to take these until
Junior and/or Senior year so that you can be
successful.
DO MOST TEACHERS PROVIDE STUDY
GUIDES FOR TESTS?
It depends on the teacher and class.
DO TEACHERS ALLOW RETAKES ON
QUIZZES AND TESTS?
It depends on the teacher and class.

CAN YOU DO SPORTS FOR GYM CREDIT?
Yes -- the information and form are in the
Program of Studies
WHEN DO YOU USUALLY HAVE GYM?
It depends on your schedule. It can be any
period of the day.
IS EVERYTHING YOU TURN IN FOR A
GRADE?
It depends on the class and the teacher. Some
teachers grade everything. Some teachers don’t.
Some weigh your assignments so certain things
count more toward your grade than others. Your
teachers will explain how they grade usually on
one of the first days of class, and most teachers
provide a class syllabus that explains everything
you need to know about the course (like their
grading policy).

ARE WE GETTING AGENDA BOOKS EACH
YEAR LIKE AT THE MIDDLE SCHOOLS?
No. They are not provided for you at the high
school. The Paw Print (school store) sells them
if you want one. Or you can buy your own
somewhere else.
HOW DO YOU BALANCE SCHOOL WITH
YOUR PERSONAL LIFE AND THINGS YOU
CARE ABOUT? (TIME MANAGEMENT)
Don’t get involved in too much. Pick your
priorities and go with what’s most important to
you. If you feel overwhelmed, cut back so you
can keep up with school work but also have time
for yourself.

G E T I N V O LV E D
WILL I BE ABLE TO CREATE A CLUB?
Yes! Find a group of students who are
interested, find a teacher willing to be your
advisor and you can start a club.
WHAT KINDS OF CLUBS ARE AT THE HIGH
SCHOOL?
Please see the current list of clubs on our
website at www.gjps.org
WHAT SPORTS ARE AT THE HIGH SCHOOL?
Check out the http://gahannalincolnathletics.com
website for info about sports. We have a TON of
choices!
HOW LONG ARE SPORTS AFTER SCHOOL?
Depends on the sport. Most practices are over
by 5:00pm. Games are longer especially if you
have to travel. Usually you’re back by 9/9:30pm

IS IT HARD TO BE INVOLVED IN A LOT OF
DIFFERENT THINGS AT THE HIGH SCHOOL?
(HONORS, CLUBS, SPORTS, ETC)
It can be tricky to get used to shuffling a lot
of activities, plus homework, plus family and
friends. But it is completely doable and many
students juggle several things. We recommend
you don’t get involved in too much so you feel
overwhelmed. Create a schedule for yourself
so you set aside dedicated time each day
for school, homework, sports/clubs/activities,
friends/family, and very importantly time for
yourself.
WHAT IS THE MOST CHALLENGING ASPECT
OF HIGH SCHOOL?
Managing friends, sports, clubs, new freedoms
on top of school work. Don’t lose focus on your
schoolwork, but also don’t miss out on all the fun
parts of being in high school!

ALL ABOUT “S” CLUB
WHAT IS “S” CLUB? WHAT DO YOU DO?
“S” Club is an all-girls club at the high school
founded in 2006. We are the high school chapter
of the international women’s organization,
Soroptimist (soroptimist.org). GLHS “S” Club is
the only “S” Club in all of Ohio. Our mission is
SERVICE for women & children.
We meet after school usually twice per month.
We do all sorts of different activities--zumba,
yoga, self defense, teen dating violence,
trafficking awareness, women’s health issues,
global issues related to women & children,
fundraisers, 8th grade workshops, foster youth,
teen homelessness, TONS of AMAZING guest
speakers, etc., etc……

HOW DO I JOIN “S” CLUB?
Listen to announcements once school starts
back up in the fall. Lots of clubs will have interest
meetings at the start of school so you can go
learn about the club and decide if you want to
join for the year. “S” Club is open to any ladies
grades 9-12 interested in joining. There is a $10
dues fee for your first year in the club, a $5 dues
fee for any subsequent years in the club.
Check out our Facebook, Twitter & Instagram for
more!!

Thanks for reading! Hope our answers help!
We are so excited to have you join us in the fall at Gahanna Lincoln High School!
VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO MRS. AIELLO AND MEMBERS OF THE
GAHANNA LINCOLN HIGH SCHOOL “S” CLUB FOR ANSWERING ALL THESE QUESTIONS!

